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Observation 

• Observations: 
– The world is becoming more and more complex 
– There is more and more information (growing 

exponentially) 
– Everybody is under more cost pressures 

• Hypothesis: 
– The only way to achieve government objectives is to 

automate more functionality 
• Big Question: 

– What is prohibiting “everything” from being 
automated? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this conference AFCEA has identified several “technology focus areas”: Cybersecurity , Mobile, Cloud Computing, Analytics/Big Data, Collaboration, and Connected DevicesEverything has to do with an exponential growth in information.Stating the obvious:  We are not collecting, moving, distributing all of this information, just for “fun”.  Everything is being done so we can make better decisions and take more timely and appropriate actions.  Then there is cost pressure with demands to do more with less.There are two ways to look at the future:  One way is to look at where you are today and the tools that are available today and make incremental improvements and see what it gets you (incremental evolution) and second, pick a point in the future and eliminate the obstacles (paradigm shifts / asteroid hits earth): So the big question is “What is prohibiting everything from being automated?” At Compsim we developed KEEL Technology to redefine “adaptive command and control”.



Historically 

• Historically “man” created machines 
– To amplify strength 
– To operate faster 
– To improve quality 

• For the military this meant 
– Those with the “biggest / fastest / most powerful”        

were dominant 

 
Do you think things will change? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully this audience recognizes that change is inevitable and you are interested in an “emerging technologies” conference so you can prepare for it.



Why isn’t everything automated? 
Enter the Information Age 

• More information means more $$$$ 
– Capture information 
– Validate information 
– Store information 
– Manipulate information 
– Move information 

• Why 
– In order to make decisions and exert control 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide indicates the objectives of the players in the information industry, from equipment manufacturers through software solution suppliers.They want to move and transform information from one form to another so decisions can be made and resources can be allocated.Almost everything is accomplished with simple IF THEN ELSE binary logic.Industry has used this basic capability to automate quite a bit of the world, but with all the information out there, the problem has not disappeared.



Automation = Programming 

• Conventional IF | THEN | ELSE Programming 
– Costly to develop and maintain  
– Relatively little has changed in the last 50 years 
– Increase in both Lines of Code and $$$ 
– Not economically feasible to keep up with 

demand 
 

Concept 

Formula 

Code 

Test 

– Development Model: 
• SME (Concept) 
• Mathematician (Formula) 
• Software Engineer (Code) 
• Test & Debug (repeat cycle until complete) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is simply a statement of the issues associated with this simple IF THEN ELSE programming model when addressing new, more complex problems.Development Model = SME (concept → Mathematician → Software Engineer (debug & iterate until it works and then certify) = $$$$$$



Alternatives 
• Human Control 

– Lack of attention 
– Lack of situation 

awareness 
– Limited short term 

memory 
– Poor judgment 
– Having a bad day 
– Too many problems 
– Biased 
– Requires “individual 

training” 
– High maintenance 

 

• Automation (Machine Control) 
– No attention problems 
– Not an issue (sensors everywhere) 
– Unlimited memory 
– Mass produced 
– Fast 
– With KEEL Technology: 

• Explainable / Auditable Judgment 
and Reasoning 

• Facilitated with the KEEL “dynamic 
graphical language” (Tools) 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So where are we with the “automate everything problem”.  Well we can continue in exactly the same way, where we keep humans in direct control of most of the complex systems.Or we can automate, using the same IF THEN ELSE logic.  I am not going to include what I call conventional AI; because it hasn’t really yielded the value to the user that it was originally hyped to provide, especially artificial neural nets with genetic algorithms that is still the preferred academic research area.But I am including in the automation domain a new technology called Knowledge Enhanced Electronic Logic (or KEEL Technology).A technology defines a “way to solve a problem”.  The problem we are addressing is a new way to process information. Tools facilitate the delivery of a technology.  



KEEL Technology 

• The KEEL “dynamic graphical language” 
– Makes it “relatively easy” to address complex problem 

sets (dynamic, non-linear, inter-related, multi-
dimensional) 

• Create KEEL “cognitive engines” that are platform 
and architecture independent 

• For deployment in adaptive, real-time devices 
and software applications 

• Easy “code certification”! 
• Extremely small memory footprint (no libraries)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the slide states:



KEEL Technology 
(Right Brain Computing) 

• The ability to exercise judgment and reasoning 
has separated humans from computerized 
systems in the past. 

• With KEEL Technology, the decisions and 
actions of a KEEL-based system can be “easily” 
(100%) audited and explained (when 
necessary). 

• Eliminating the “Black Swan” costs! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide attempts to summarize the change and why the opportunity exists to make a real change and address the need to do more with less.And finally, black swans: Consider what it would mean if one moved the costs associated with second guessing why humans do what they do or why systems fail in a more productive direction.   Think of how the funds could be redirected.  Perhaps the “humans” could focus on extending the policies by incorporating the new and expanding information sources and tuning the policies to perform better in order to react to new challenges, especially when the policies could be executed by the autonomous and semi-autonomous systems.KEEL Technology is ready for test and evaluation today.
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